
KLIU 95.9FM 

The radio station has been doing very well and we have had good feedback.  We were able to get the 
full power license that was applied for.  The FCC gives a 3 year grace period to set up the equipment 
and complete the construction for the full power station.  This will be a big financial undertaking 
which will include a new transmitter, building, larger tower and possibly new antenna.  One of those 
big ticket items is the tower.  We have been offered two 90 ft towers, and one 60 ft and all we need 
to do is pay for the shipping.  Please pray for God to meet these needs as this station once 
completed will be able to reach the other surrounding villages we have ministered to over the years.

The New House 
This is a tough subject to address but nevertheless it needs to be mentioned as we have had some money sent 
and set aside for the purchase.  I am not sure if you picked up on it in our last letter but the house needs much 
more work than was originally presented to us in order to get financing.   The house is on permafrost which 
presents problems with leveling, and the well water is going to need some extensive treatment to make it 
drinkable.  We can haul water and fill the tanks, but it takes about 4 hours to fill the tank halfway.  In addition 
there are problems with the septic water lines freezing without heat tape running constantly in the winter 
months.  This has made it tough this winter because our power bill ran $1,000 more a month just to keep the 
lines thawed. For $300,000, and the owner not wanting to negotiate, and the house going to need another 
$25,000 to $30,000 to make it financeable, the reality began to set in that this house may not be the best way 
to invest the Lord’s money.  We had an agreement that if we got 10% of the cost he would consider allowing us 
to rent to own, but the final door closed last month as he called me and said he has a cash buyer.  He gave me 
the check back I had given him and said he would allow us to continue to rent the house until the deal is 
closed.  I will be contacting the few churches that gave money towards the house and ask if it can be used 
towards the new church build or if they want us to return it.  

 A Biblical Joshua  
There is a young man currently on deputation that God has called to the work here in Unalakleet.  
He has been coming to Unalakleet on mission trips to help us since he was 15.  As a matter of fact his 
sending church in Anchorage was the first work group that came to put a new roof on the house, 
which we have held services in the past 18 years.  Since that time he has continued to grow into a 
fine man, preacher, and servant of the Lord.  He is a good preacher, his wife a very solid help meet 
and the children very obedient.  During our last several furloughs they have been the family that has 
filled in for us here.  We are praying for direction concerning them and ask you to pray for them.  He 
has a burden to reach the other smaller surrounding villages I have been to over the years but I am 
no longer able to frequent.
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Upcoming Projects 

* We are still working on plans to order some materials for the new building but waiting for 
estimates, workers, etc to come together.

* The church van is in need of maintenance so we will be working on that this spring.  The numbers 
have dwindled somewhat especially with the children because we are not able to pick people up for 
Sunday school & church.  With the 4 inches of ice on the roads it is probably just as well because it is 
very dangerous to drive on.  Walking is almost impossible as well but we are able to pick up elders 
and young mothers in the UTV,  a few at a time.

* We have some work groups already calling and we are setting up our outreaches, VBS, etc this 
summer.

We appreciate your prayers,

Patrick, Lisa, and Levi McCoy
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